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ABSTRACT

Anthropomorphism and construal level theories provide the bases
for two studies showing that when nonprofit charity marketers
design artificial intelligence (AI) agents to resemble humans and
to smile like humans, potential donors feel greater psychological
closeness to the agents and are motivated to increase charitable
giving. Study 1 demonstrates that participants feel greater psychological closeness and willingness to donate in response to
appeals from smiling AI agents that look like humans rather than
like robots. Study 2 demonstrates that participants tend to donate
more in reaction to appeals from humanlike (vs. machinelike) AI
agents that smile broadly rather than slightly or not at all. The
article concludes with a discussion of theoretical insights and
practical implications for using AI representatives in nonprofit charity appeals.
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Introduction
Nonprofit organizations such as Amazon’s Smile and Microsoft’s AI for Good, Open
AI, Partnership on AI, Gravity, and Wisely are increasingly using artificial intelligence
(AI) technology to engage with constituents and improve fundraising for program
development (Taylor 2019). Recognizing that AI is key to long-term success, 85% of
nonprofits have increased their use of AI by about 361% annually for several years
(Salesforce 2020).
For example, Charity:Water, an international nonprofit organization, uses an AI
messenger chatbot named Yeshi to request donations to a program that provides
safe drinking water in developing countries (Curtis 2018). Strongly resembling a
woman, Yeshi smiles slightly and says, “I am Yeshi. Will you walk for water with me?
I will tell you the story of young Ethiopian women like me.” Chatbots and other
AI-powered virtual or digital assistants often look somewhat humanlike and use
common expressions in speaking and interacting with audiences. Some organizations
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explicitly design their AI agents to be obviously robotic in appearance and actions,
but others design agents that are highly anthropomorphic and so evocative of human
identity that they are perceived as social entities.
In choosing whether to use humanlike or machinelike agents in fundraising appeals,
marketing managers can draw from many studies examining effects of anthropomorphic versus robotic AI agents (Breazeal, Hoffman, and Berlin 2004; Breazeal and
Scassellati 2002; Duffy 2003; Ekman 1999; Goudey and Bonnin 2016; Mende et al.
2019; Sciutti et al. 2018; Zeng et al. 2009). Many have suggested that smiling human
visages (Martin and Rovira 1982) signal psychological proximity (Bogodistov and Dost
2017). Customer relationship managers often stress the importance of “service with
a smile” (Lee and Lim 2010), which aligns with research showing that smiling is an
effective marketing strategy for ensuring that customers form positive impressions
and social judgments, and are satisfied (Elfenbein and Ambady 2002; Wang et al.
2017). For example, when service providers show authentic Duchenne smiles rather
than insincere non-Duchenne smiles, they draw more positive customer evaluations
(Andrzejewski and Mooney 2016).
In this article, we conduct two studies to identify which type of AI-powered communication technology will be most persuasive and appealing in nonprofit fundraising
campaigns. Although nonprofit sectors have multibillion-dollar budgets that strongly
impact various causes, researchers have rarely examined consequences for charitable
sectors that humanize AI agents to signal acceptability.
Building on anthropomorphism and construal level theory, we measure varying
responses to fundraising campaigns using both humanlike and machinelike AI agents
that appear to smile broadly, slightly, or not at all. Considering that individuals feel
psychologically close to others when they share common attributes (Bogodistov and
Dost 2017), we propose that when people see smiling humanlike AI agents, they
experience a sense of psychological closeness, relatedness, or connection (Gino and
Galinsky 2012). Thus, we highlight psychological closeness as the mediating mechanism underlying how AI humanization affects charitable behavior.
Our findings contribute to the anthropomorphism and AI literature by showing
how individuals interact with smiling anthropomorphic AI agents in charity campaigns.
Humans have been shown to dislike interacting with humanized machines (Ferrari,
Paladino, and Jetten 2016; Kim, Schmitt, et al. 2019; Mende et al. 2019), but we suggest that anthropomorphic virtual agents will draw more positive attitudes and
increase charitable donations. We also expand current discussions about the effects
of facial expressions to the novel domain of AI humanization. We are the first to show
that charitable giving is influenced by the breadth of smiles used by AI agents. On
a practical level, we show that nonprofits can refine AI-powered fundraising campaigns
by designing AI agents that exhibit the most appropriate smiles.

Theoretical background
Anthropomorphism of artificial intelligence
Anthropomorphism is the act of attributing human characteristics and features to
nonhuman entities (Epley, Waytz, and Cacioppo 2007; Phillips, Sedgewick, and
Slobodzia 2019; Sheehan 2020; Waytz, Cacioppo, and Epley 2010). Marketing research
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has shown that organizations can use anthropomorphic nonhuman ad representatives
to positively influence brand attitudes and consumer-brand relationships (Phillips,
Sedgewick, and Slobodzia 2019; Sheehan 2020). In one study, consumers showed
significantly higher (lower) brand evaluations when they viewed an ad depicting a
car displaying a cartoon smile (frown) (Aggarwal and McGill 2007). When advertisers
positioned the anthropomorphized brand as being popular rather than distinctive,
consumers indicated enhanced brand attitudes (Zhang et al. 2020). In the prosocial
domain, consumers indicated feeling interpersonally related to a mug wearing an
anthropomorphic smile (Han et al. 2019). In contrast, an anthropomorphic representative drew negative reactions from consumers who knew that the brand had received
negative publicity about an ethical transgression (Puzakova, Kwak, et al. 2013).
Relatedly, an anthropomorphized agent using customized recommendation messages
generated psychological reactance and unfavorable attitudes toward the ad (Puzakova,
Rocereto, et al. 2013). When a chatbot was programmed to show anger, consumers
indicated dissatisfaction, brand devaluations, and negative purchase intentions (Crolic
et al. 2021). Overall, anthropomorphism appears to have both positive and negative
effects.
A three-factor theory of anthropomorphism (Epley, Waytz, and Cacioppo 2007)
provides theoretical understandings about the cognitive and motivational factors that
drive reactions to anthropomorphized objects: (1) elicited agent knowledge is the
motivation to understand human and nonhuman agents; (2) sociability motivation is
the drive to achieve social belonging, even with nonhuman agents; (3) effectance
motivation is the need to control and interact effectively with the environment.
We propose that consumers interact with human beings and humanized AI agents
similarly, as observed in social interchanges with Siri, Apple’s virtual AI assistant. That
is, in human-robot interactions, users tend to perceive that humanized robots have
social beliefs and social knowledge (Willemse and Van Erp 2019). The humanlike
features drive consumers to perceive social connection (Epley, Waytz, and Cacioppo
2007) and social trust that the agent is intelligent, trustworthy, and in control (Nass,
Isbister, and Lee 2000; Yang et al. 2021).
Virtual systems use AI “to interpret external data correctly, to learn from such data,
and to use those learnings to achieve specific goals and tasks through flexible adaptation” (Kaplan and Haenlein 2019, p. 17). AI is essential for performing data-based
tasks in advertising, marketing, and consumer research (Araujo et al. 2020; Bakpayev
et al. 2020; Chen et al. 2019; Davenport et al. 2020; De Bruyn et al. 2020; Huang and
Rust 2021; Kaplan and Haenlein 2019; Kietzmann, Paschen, and Treen 2018; Puntoni
et al. 2021). Among many applications, AI is used to form chatbots that simulate
“human language with the aid of text-based dialogue systems” (Zumstein and
Hundertmark 2017, p. 98). Chatbots can interpret and learn from the data gathered in
human interactions, and develop dialogues that seem increasingly anthropomorphic.
Indeed, AI creators often design AI entities to act and look like humans, to smile
or frown (Russel and Norvig 2010), as in our example of Yeshi. The more human the
appearance of chatbots, the higher the anthropomorphism levels (Araujo 2018).
Robotics researchers have shown that people tend to mirror facial actions, for example,
answering smiles with smiles (Hofree et al. 2018) and interpersonal warmth (Yu and
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Ngan 2019). We can logically extend those observations to assume that audiences
will respond positively to smiling robots.

Psychological closeness
Psychological closeness is conceptually defined as “feelings of attachment and perceived connection toward another person or people” (Gino and Galinsky 2012, p. 16).
Individuals tend to feel psychologically close to others when they share group memberships (Tajfel 2010) or cultural similarities (Gunia, Sivanathan, and Galinsky 2009;
Yoon et al. 2020). We propose that individuals tend to feel psychologically closer to
humanlike rather than to machinelike AI agents.
Construal level theory (CLT) provides a conceptual account of how psychological
closeness/distance influences perceptions, thoughts, and behaviors (Choi et al. 2019;
Kim, Kim, et al. 2019; Kim and Youn 2019; Liberman, Trope, and Stephan 2007; Liviatan,
Trope, and Liberman 2008; Pounders, Royne, and Lee 2019; Rim, Uleman, and Trope
2009; Trope and Liberman 2000; Yoon et al. 2020; 2021). The theory argues that when
people think about psychologically distant actions or events, they use abstract, general, and decontextualized high-level construal; when they evaluate psychologically
near actions or events, they use concrete, specific, and contextualized low-level construal. The dimensions of psychological distance influencing mental construal levels
are hypotheticality, along with spatial, temporal, and social distances. As viewers
perceive decreased (increased) psychological distance from an object, their lower
(higher) level construal makes them feel relatively close and similar (separated and
different) in relation to the object.
Numerous studies have examined consumer responses to advertising in which
construal levels are matched or mismatched with attitudes and behaviors. For example,
when ads evoked low (high) construal levels and used competence (warmth) and
attribute (benefit) advertising appeals, message recipients indicated more positive
attitudes and behavioral intentions toward advocated behaviors (Kim, et al. 2019;
Septianto, Seo, and Zhao 2021). Advertisements featuring pictures (text) evoked more
favorable attitudes and purchase intentions toward products to be purchased in the
near (far) future and at a close (distant) location (Choi et al. 2019). When experimenters
altered TV commercial running speeds, study participants who viewed rapid (slow)
commercials construed the products as being located near (far) and as being relevant
for immediate (future) use, which led to preferences for feasibility (desirability) appeals
that emphasized price (quality) (Yoon et al. 2021).
Other situational factors have also been shown to affect construal levels. When
study participants were visually primed with symbols of a favored (rival) team before
they performed sports-related tasks, they perceived their targets to be in close (distant) proximity and fell short of (overshot) their targets (Yoon et al. 2020). Specifically,
when study participants from the Boston area, who tend to be Red Sox fans, were
asked to hit a golf ball imprinted with a Red Sox (Yankees) logo, they putted shorter
(longer) distances. In another experiment, after Boston area participants photographed
a bobble head wearing Red Sox (Yankees) gear, they threw a ball nearer to (farther
from) themselves. In sum, the literature on construal levels has generally reported
that 1) Marketing communications are more (less) effective when advertising stimuli
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are congruent (incongruent) with consumers’ construal levels regarding competence/
warmth, attribute-/benefit-orientation, picture-/text-domination, and fast/slow presentation. 2) Perceived psychological distance is an antecedent for behavioral intentions
such that congruence (incongruence) leads to more positive (negative) attitudinal/
behavioral responses to ad messages.
Integrating findings from construal level theory and anthropomorphism literature, we contend that consumers feel similarity, familiarity, and psychological
closeness with smiling, anthropomorphized AI agents. Decreased social distance
is the mediator underlying the positive effects of anthropomorphism on human-AI
interactions.

The moderating effect of smiling
Genuine smiles tend to be large and spontaneous (Wang et al. 2017). Activated by
the zygomatic major and orbicularis oculi muscles, they signal true enjoyment and
are called Duchenne smiles (Ekman, Davidson, and Friesen 1990). Open, toothy smiles
tend to evoke positive judgments that the smile indicates warmth, kindness, sincerity,
and sociability but negative judgments that the smile indicates incompetence, dependence and femininity (Reis et al. 1990; Thornton 1943; Wang et al. 2017).
In sales contexts, broadly smiling representatives are perceived to be intrinsically
motivated in presenting testimonials (Cheng, Mukhopadhyay, and Williams 2020).
When a celebrity was pictured exhibiting a Duchenne smile, observers indicated that
they had reversed their negative attitudes toward the individual (Ilicic, Kulczynski,
and Baxter 2018). Smiling models tend to arouse positive brand attitudes and purchase
intentions (Trivedi and Teichert 2019). Most important, viewed from the CLT perspective, Duchenne smiles clearly signal positive emotions and are intricately linked with
psychological closeness, whereas more restricted smiles typically signal ambiguous
emotions (Bogodistov and Dost 2017). Thus, CLT indicates that psychosocial closeness
is a likely consequence when a humanlike agent displays a Duchenne smile because
it fits construal levels (fit). In contrast, a broadly smiling machinelike AI agent conflicts
with construal levels (misfit). The importance of fit was shown in a study showing
that when appeals were aligned with construal levels, donors formed higher charitable
giving intentions (Gu and Chen 2021).
We build on our proposition that humanlike AI agents who smile broadly will cause
consumers to feel a greater sense of psychological closeness and to be motivated to
adopt recommended prosocial behaviors. That is, we predict that humanlike smiling AI
agents will be more effective than smiling machinelike agents in promoting donation
intentions. However, we argue that psychological distance increases as smiles become
smaller and that psychological closeness is the underlying mediator. Thus, we hypothesize:
H1: Smiling humanlike AI agents will elicit greater donation intentions than smiling
machinelike agents. However, the effects diminish if the agents smile slightly or not at all.
H2: Feelings of psychological closeness will mediate the effect of AI agent type and
smile size on donation intentions.
H3: Big (small) smiles elicit (inhibit) positive smiling effects.
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Study 1
In Study 1, we tested H1 and H2 to examine whether consumers infer psychological
closeness when they view a humanlike rather than machinelike AI agent that appears
to smile while requesting charitable giving. Participants were randomly assigned to
one of four experimental conditions in a 2 (AI agent type: humanlike vs machinelike)
x 2 (smile existence: no smile vs smile) between-subjects design.

Method
We recruited 240 adults (51.7% men; average age 42.1) from Amazon Mechanical
Turk (MTurk) in exchange for money. Participants first viewed a mission statement
from CharityHat, a fictitious nonprofit organization asking for a charitable donation.
We then presented participants with a fundraising app (Appendix A) containing one
of four images of a female humanlike or machinelike virtual agent displaying a big
smile or no smile. After viewing the app, participants completed dependent measures
to assess psychological closeness and donation intentions.
Specifically, psychological closeness was measured on a three-item, 7-point scale
anchored by dissimilar to me/similar to me, socially far/socially close, and like an out-group/
like an in-group (Argo, Dahl, and Manchanda 2005; Liviatan, Trope, and Liberman 2008).
For a measure of donation intention, participants indicated their likelihood of donating
on a 7-point scale anchored with unlikely/likely, impossible/possible, and improbable/
probable (Baek and Yoon 2017; Baek et al. 2019). Participants responded to manipulation check questions about virtual agent type (1 = like a machine, 7 = like a human;
Bakpayev et al. 2020) and smile existence (“How much of a smile did the virtual agent
display?”). Finally, participants provided demographic information.

Results
Manipulation checks
We successfully manipulated AI agent type and smile existence. Participants in the
humanlike (machinelike) agent condition reported that the virtual agent looked like a
human (like a machine) (Mhumanlike = 3.76 vs Mmachinelike = 1.98; t = 7.76, p < .001). Participants
perceived that the AI agent in the smile (no smile) condition condition showed a significantly bigger (smaller) smile (Mbig smile = 5.08 vs Mno smile = 2.83; t = 10.68, p < .001).
Psychological closeness
Type of AI agent had a significant main effect (F (1, 236) = .43.70, p < .001) for psychological closeness. Specifically, participants felt psychologically closer to the humanlike agent (Mhumanlike = 3.40) and more psychologically distant from the machinelike
agent (Mmachinelike = 2.11). Smile existence had a significant main effect (F (1, 236) =
13.03, p < .001): a big smile evoked more psychological closeness. As expected, AI
agent type and smile existence had a significant two-way interaction (F (1, 236) =
5.59, p < .05). Follow-up contrasts indicated that participants in the big smile condition felt more psychological closeness when they viewed a humanlike (machinelike)
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AI agent (Mhumanlike = 3.99 vs Mmachinelike = 2.23; t = 6.59, p < .001). Both agent types
also showed significant differences in the no-smile condition (Mhumanlike = 2.82 vs
Mmachinelike = 1.98; t = 2.90, p < .01).

Donation intention
AI agent type (F (1, 236) = 2.51, p = .11) and smile existence (F (1, 236) = .70, p =
.41) had no main effects on donation intentions. However, AI agent type and smile
existence had significant two-way interaction effects (F (1, 236) = 3.84, p < .05). As
Figure 1 shows, follow-up contrasts indicated that participants in the big-smile condition had stronger donation intentions when they viewed a humanlike rather than
a machinelike AI agent (Mhumanlike = 4.68 vs. Mmachinelike = 3.79; t = 2.71, p < .01). In
contrast, under the no-smile condition, participants reacted similarly to humanlike
and machinelike AI agents (Mhumanlike = 3.98 vs. Mmachinelike = 4.07; t = .25, p = .81).
Mediation analysis
We hypothesized psychological closeness to mediate the effect of humanlike (machinelike) AI agent and smile existence on donation intention. We conducted a moderated
mediation analysis with 5,000 bootstrapped samples performed using model 8 of the
PROCESS SPSS macro (Hayes 2013). Our results yielded a significant moderated mediation index (index = .47, 95% CI = .07 to .94). As Figure 2 shows, AI agent type interacted with smile existence to significantly predict psychological closeness (B = .14, SE
= .11, p < .05). Psychological closeness significantly anticipated donation intentions (B
= .42, SE = .07, p < .001). AI agent type interacted with smile existence to significantly
predict donation intentions (B = .13, SE = .13, p < .05). However, when we included
psychological closeness as a mediator, the interaction had no significant direct effect
on donation intentions (B = .07, SE = .12, p = .24). We also found a significant indirect
effect in the big-smile condition (95% CI = .57 to 1.30), but not in the no-smile condition (95% CI = −.13 to .74). Taken together, our findings suggest that psychological
closeness mediates the effect of humanlike versus machinelike AI agents on donation
intentions in the big-smile condition but not in the no-smile condition.
Discussion
Study 1 findings initially support our hypothesis that audiences will donate more
when humanlike rather than machinelike AI agents smile broadly. The mediation
analysis revealed psychological closeness as the underlying process. That is, study
participants felt psychological closeness to a smiling humanlike agent but not to a
smiling machinelike agent. Consequently, they formed stronger donation intentions,
but the effect disappeared when the humanlike AI agent was not smiling.

Study 2
We conducted Study 2 to test H3 and conceptually replicate the Study 1 findings
with four variations. First, we used a male humanlike AI agent to examine whether
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Figure 1. Study 1 results.

Figure 2. Mediation model.Notes: All coefficients are standardized; Path c represents the total
effect; Path c’ represents the direct effect; Moderated mediation index = .47, 95% CI [.07 to .94];
Big-smile condition = 95% CI [.57 to 1.30]; no-smile condition = 95% CI [-.13 to .74]; *p < .05,
***p < .001

our effect generalizes across genders. Second, we incorporated an additional condition
in which we varied the sizes of smiles. Third, we evaluated charitable behavior with
a different measure, donation amount (Baek et al. 2019), and changed to another
fictitious nonprofit organization called CharityRoad. Last, we used a student sample
in a controlled lab setting.

Method
Study 2 utilized a 2 (AI agent type: humanlike vs machinelike) x 3 (smile size: no
smile vs small smile vs big smile) between-subjects design. We recruited 127 undergraduate business students from a northeastern U.S. university to participate in a lab
experiment in exchange for course credit (59.1% men; average age: 19.6). Participants
were randomly assigned to view one of the six AI agent displays (Appendix B). To
evaluate donation amount as a dependent variable, we asked participants to imagine
having $100 to donate and to rate how much they would donate, from $0 to $100
(Baek et al. 2019). We also measured manipulation check items of AI agent type and
smile size as we did in Study 1.
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Manipulation checks
AI agent type and smile size manipulations were successful. Participants exposed to
the humanlike (machinelike) agent reported that the agent was more (less) humanlike
(Mhumanlike = 4.08 vs Mmachinelike = 2.18; t = 6.01, p < .001). Participants in the big-smile
condition perceived the smile to be significantly bigger compared with participants
in the small-smile and no-smile conditions (Mbig smile = 4.70 vs. Msmall smile = 4.26 vs.
Mno smile = 2.62; F = 14.69, p < .001).
Donation amount
AI agent type (F (1, 121) = .12, p = .73) and smile size (F (2, 121) = 1.02, p = .37) had
no main effects on donation amounts. However, a significant two-way interaction of
AI agent type and smile size occurred (F (2, 121) = 4.83, p < .01). As Figure 3 shows,
follow-up contrasts indicated that a humanlike rather than a machinelike agent motivated participants in the big-smile condition to give more money (Mhumanlike = 19.23
vs. Mmachinelike = 6.71; t = 2.42, p < .05). The directional opposite emerged for participants
in the small-smile condition but with no significant difference between humanlike and
machinelike agents (Mhumanlike = 6.67 vs. Mmachinelike = 14.38; t = 1.45, p = .15). Participants
in the no-smile condition indicated no significant differences in reactions to humanlike
and machinelike AI agents (Mhumanlike = 7.23 vs. Mmachinelike = 9.15; t = .54, p = .59).
Discussion
Study 2 results provide converging evidence that consumers will donate more money
when they are exposed to broadly smiling humanlike AI agents rather than to broadly
smiling machinelike agents. However, humanlike agents who show small smiles or
no smiles fail to motivate participants to donate. Overall, AI agent type and smile
size have robust effects across stimuli and measurements of charitable giving. A
potential confound is that general attitudes toward AI often influence reactions to
AI anthropomorphism (Li and Sung 2021). To assess the possibility that general AI
attitudes may drive donation amounts, we used a three-item, 7-point scale anchored
by bad/good; unfavorable/favorable; and unpleasant/pleasant to conduct a post hoc
test in Study 2. Results indicated similar attitudes toward AI in both humanlike and
machinelike AI agent conditions (Mhumanlike = 3.54 vs. Mmachinelike = 3.35; t = .66, p =
.51), suggesting that general attitudes toward AI agents failed to change Study 2
results.

General discussion
In two studies, we demonstrate that donors are more motivated to give to charitable
appeals that use humanlike rather than machinelike AI agents. Both types of AI agents
interact with audiences, but donors feel psychologically closer and more willing to
donate in reaction to humanlike agents that smile particularly broadly by showing
teeth. In contrast, machinelike AI agents displaying small or no smiles increase disconnection and psychological distance. Precisely, while the machinelike agent produces
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Figure 3. Study 2 results.

no difference between the smile and no-smile conditions in Study 1, it produces a
more positive result with a small smile than a with a big smile in Study 2. One possible explanation may be that smile size differentially shapes fundamental dimensions
of social judgments of AI agents—warmth and competence—suggesting that big
(small) smiles correspond to warmth (competence) perceptions of the human (machine)
expresser (Wang et al. 2017). According to the stereotype content model (Fiske et al.
2002), humanlike AI agents may capture perceptions of friendliness, kindness, and
helpfulness, whereas machinelike AI agents are more likely to reflect perceptions of
intelligence, skillfulness, and capability (i.e., competence). Thus, it is possible that
donation persuasion is enhanced when humanlike (machinelike) AI agents display a
big (small) smile.
Theoretically, our research contributes to the literature on the anthropomorphization
of AI, particularly regarding facial expressions. Multiple frameworks have examined
the humanization of AI (Araujo et al. 2020; Davenport et al. 2020; De Bruyn et al.
2020; Huang and Rust 2021; Kaplan and Haenlein 2019; Puntoni et al. 2021) and
tendencies to project human capacities to inanimate machines (Epley, Waytz, and
Cacioppo 2007; Waytz, Cacioppo, and Epley 2010). Going beyond examinations regarding the general anthropomorphization of technology, we show that audiences feel
closer connections with AI agents framed to be more humanlike and even closer
connections when the framing includes smiles that appear to be genuine. In showing
positive dimensions of AI humanization, we diverge from research identifying negative
responses to humanized AI (e.g., Ferrari, Paladino, and Jetten 2016). Moreover, we
add an important nuance in showing that humanlike smiling chatbots are well
received, but machinelike smiling chatbot models should be used with caution.
We also contribute to the literature on human expressions. Smiles are known to
positively affect human interactions (Bogodistov and Dost 2017; Elfenbein and Ambady
2002; Lee and Lim 2010; Söderlund and Rosengren 2010; Wang et al. 2017), but we
add novel theorization showing that smiles can be used in ever-growing efforts to
humanize AI. More specifically, we show that smiles can make AI agents appear to
be more human. Indeed, smiles are congruent with the human face schema (Martin
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and Rovira 1982), but not with stylized machine faces. When AI agents are given
names and speaking capacities, audiences perceive them to be more humanlike
(Araujo 2018). To those essential anthropomorphic cues, we add big smiles as a way
to make AI agents seem more real.
Our findings suggest specific practical recommendations for nonprofit organizations
that are following organizational trends in using chatbots, virtual assistants, and digital
assistants to interact with potential donors (Puntoni et al. 2021; Wu et al. 2021).
Designers are advised to avoid applying highly human characteristics such as big
smiles to robotic machinelike chatbots because customers will view the juxtaposition
as a poor match. However, designers can apply names, humanlike behaviors, and
broad smiles to highly humanized agents. Nonprofit organizations can be assured
that potential donors will feel psychologically close to highly humanized agents and
will experience positive emotional and personalized interactions with them.

Limitations and directions for future research
This study has some limitations. First, participants evaluated chatbot framing in
the context of a laboratory study without actually interacting with robots in
real-life business contexts. To check the validity of our findings, field studies should
examine various forms of chatbot framing by real companies. Another interesting
direction could be to examine effects of the increasing animation of chatbots.
Further research could compare actual interactions with AI and extend the focus
on smiles to other facial expressions and to AI interactions in growing virtual
reality domains.
Our focus was on the design and presentation of AI agents, but future research
should study effects of smiles or other emotional expressions in conversational interactions with AI agents. For example, chatbot messages that used either emojis or
written text were shown to be equally socially appealing (Beattie, Edwards, and
Edwards 2020).
Although we did not test whether certain message appeals were connected to the
anthropomorphism of AI agents, the CLT literature has suggested that persuasion
requires congruence between desirability/feasibility message appeals and psychological
distance/closeness (Han et al. 2019; Trope and Liberman 2000; Yoon et al. 2021).
Future research should consider that smiling AI agents may have different effects
when nonprofit fundraising campaigns use desirability/feasibility messages to emphasize donation benefits/attributes.

Disclosure statement
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author
upon reasonable request. No potential conflict of interest was reported by the author(s).
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